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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 45. 

To upgrade ARX, which of the following are true? (Choose two.) 


A. An admin must arm the upgrade image on the ARX and reload. 
B. Upgrades can be performed online using F5 抯 software upgrade web site. 
C. Software images used for upgrades must be loaded onto the ARX using FTP. 
D. Software images used for upgrades may be loaded on the ARX using the CIFS 
protocol. 
E. All major version upgrades (from 4.x to 5.x for example) must be performed by F5 
personnel. 

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION: 46. 

ARX filersubshares allow which of the following? 


A. They enable two Managed Volumes to share the same backend filer share. 
B. They allow Direct Volumes to include other Direct Volumes as one of its shares. 
C. They allow ARX admins to assign two separate share names to the same exported 
Managed Volume. 
D. They permit separate Access Control Lists to be applied to NFS and CIFS in a 
multiprotocol environment. 
E. They enable client requests to be routed through nested backend filer shares so share 
level ACLs can be utilized. 

Answer: E 

QUESTION: 47. 

During an import, the ARX detects that two files within a managed volume have the 

same name and path. Which of the following will the ARX do once the detection has 

occurred? (Choose two.) 


A. Rename one of the files only if the modify option is set 
B. Report the file collision and flag it as an error on import 
C. Not allow virtualization under any condition until the name collision is fixed 
D. Allow multiple files with the same name and manage file placement accordingly 
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Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 48. 

if a critical route fails, what action may be taken by ARX?
 

A. Fail over to the peer ARX 
B. Use OSPF to determine a secondary route 
C. Reroute all traffic through a secondary interface 
D. Consult the quorum disk to determine the active ARX  
E. Use a DHCP address to configure the inband 
ARX management interface 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 49. 

if an ARX has three critical routes, then 


A. the quorum disk is used to determine the optimum route. 
B. the ARX may stay active if any of the three routes are available.  
C. each route must be available before the ARX can become active. 
D. the ARX may dynamically load balance all traffic through each possible route. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 50. 

When a file name collision occurs, what may the administrator do to find the collision? 


A. Check the report generated during import. 
B. Watch the target filer for the creation of a .lck file 
C. This cannot be determined by information on ARX 
D. Nothing. File collisions must be resolved prior to import. 

Answer: A 
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